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Minutes 

Indian Hills General Improvement District 

Board of Trustees Meeting 

District Office 

3394 James Lee Park Rd. #A 

Carson City, NV  89705 

March 15, 2017 

6:00 P.M. Regular Meeting 

 
 

 

 

Trustees Present: Chairman Brian Patrick, Vice Chairman Ronny Lynch, Secretary/Treasurer Bill 

Eisele, Trustee Denise Pierini and Trustee Chris Johnson. 

 

Trustees Absent: none 

 

Staff Present: General Manager John Lufrano and Administrative Assistant/Human Resources 

Brooke Thompson.  

 

Others Present: District Counsel Chuck Zumpft, District Engineer Tim Russell, Residents Dale  

Morlan and Theresa Allen. 

 

6:00P.M. - Regular Meeting 
 

1. Call to Order 

Chairman Patrick called the Regular meeting to order at 6:00 P.M. Chairman Patrick 

 requested that all cell phones and pagers be turned off for recording purposes.  

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance: Led by Vice Chairman Lynch. 

 

3. Approval of Agenda - Chairman 
 

Vice Chairman Lynch motioned to approve the agenda. Trustee Johnson seconded. Motion carried  

unanimously. 

 

4.  Public Interest Comment: none 

 

5.  Discussion and possible action to amend the District’s Snow Removal Policy 2010P-01.  

General Manager John Lufrano stated that this was mentioned to you, the Board last month 

and the issue with residents clearing sidewalks. We discussed a timeframe that we would 

give folks at the end of a storm to get out there and shovel the sidewalks off to basically 

clear some sort of passage for our pedestrians within the District. We originally had 12 

hours, that didn’t seem like enough time so we changed it to 24 hours. Look at the last 

paragraph, highlighted in yellow. It simply says “It is the District’s policy that property 

owners or their designee are responsible for removing snow and ice from sidewalks abutting 

their property within 24 hours of the storm ending”. That is the only change proposed. Is it 

this good, bad do we want to change it? What is the Board’s opinion?  

 

Public comment: none  
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Vice Chairman Lynch stated that he walks in all kinds of weather, he has snow gear and he 

would say that at least 90% of people don’t shovel their sidewalks. General Manager John 

Lufrano stated ever. Vice Chairman Lynch stated so he can’t see the difference, if you wait 

24 hours by then it is really all ice and you can’t get it off the sidewalks anyway. He doesn’t 

even see why we bother with it, he doesn’t expect John to enforce it. General Manager John 

Lufrano stated that he does not intend to enforce it. What he is hoping this allows us is some 

sort of protection if there happens to be any kind of a suit brought. We would actually have 

it in our policy that residents are suppose to clear sidewalks within a reasonable amount of 

time. Vice Chairman Lynch stated but if you don’t police it will it still give us that 

protection. General Manager John Lufrano stated if a suit was brought we can at least say in 

our policy that we require residents to clear sidewalks within a 24 hour period of time. So 

we have some sort of protection where we didn’t even have anything before. The other side 

of this, NRS clearly discusses the responsibility of homeowners in cleaning sidewalks, 

Douglas County does not touch the sidewalk issue. Douglas County through code 

enforcement deals with piling snow in streets. John stated that he did not go that angle yet 

with piling snow in streets, he wanted to address a timeline for the sidewalks to be cleared.  

Vice Chairman Lynch stated that it does not matter to him but it is an exercise utility. 

Trustee Johnson stated his question is what enforcement we have on this. There are a couple 

houses that still have snow on their sidewalks. General Manager John Lufrano stated if push 

came to shove and there was a serious issue out there, we could send a letter to a resident 

and cite the NRS which flat out states what the residents/homeowners responsibility is. 

Other than that we don’t have anything else. Douglas County does not address the sidewalk 

issue specifically, John stated that he thinks Douglas County rests back on the NRS. 

Vice Chairman Lynch stated that we have the same problem with plowing the streets. If you 

try to cross the street after plowing a lot of times there is ice for three or four days. If you 

step off the curb on to the street it is pure ice.  

Trustee Johnson stated with that he would like to point out the last sentence in the first 

paragraph of the policy which states, “The District has no legal responsibility to provide any 

form of snow and ice control”. Vice Chairman Lynch stated I know he is just telling you. 

Ronny stated that he doesn’t care what is says, it is treacherous trying to cross the streets, 

especially in the mornings when he is walking his dog. He is just pointing out to you that is 

the case.  

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated that we are going to get global warming here pretty soon 

and then we won’t have this problem. 

Trustee Pierini stated that she kind of feels like these guys do but if John thinks it protects 

the District then ok. 

Chairman Patrick asked District Counsel Chuck Zumpft is it the statement that protects us, 

do we become liable if we don’t make a statement like this. 

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated no, he thinks what the statement does is encourages 

good citizens who are inclined to shovel their walks anyway to adhere to the policy. But 

there is zero teeth. As far as the revised statute that Mr. Lufrano mentioned we cannot 

enforce those, those are not ours to enforce. 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated it is something that we can put into the newsletter if we go 

ahead and do this. We can put it in there a few times a year before winter and it may help. 

Chairman Patrick stated that he tends to agree with everyone as far as the lack of teeth and 

he understands this. Brian stated that he gets the feeling that part of it has to do with 

reinforcing the responsibility of homeowners and renters. If you shovel your walk way it 

will be easier on you and the friends you have in the neighborhood. Ron you shovel the 

people you know. Brian stated that he partners with a neighbor to do the same for people in 

need and he would hope that the same thing happens in other neighborhoods. 
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Vice Chairman Lynch stated that there are a lot of old people that can’t go out there and 

shovel their sidewalks. He goes to the mailboxes and a lot of those older people have a hard 

time just getting out of their car. He is going to vote for it, it’s no problem. General Manager 

John Lufrano stated we certainly do put in the newsletters to go out and help your neighbors 

and the elderly. Vice Chairman Lynch stated the other thing yeah he has a snow blower and 

he shovels driveways but he only does it for the people he knows and that appreciate it 

because he knows they are not going to sue him. That is the other problem if he gets too 

carried away then someone will say they slipped and you plowed. 

 

Trustee Johnson motioned to approve amendments to the District’s Snow Removal Policy  

2010P-01. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele seconded. Motion passed unanimously.  

 

6. Discussion and possible action regarding that February 23, 2017, communication from 

the office of the Douglas County District Attorney, regarding the District’s provision of 

input, if any, of proposed zoning text amendments to the Douglas County Code to 

prohibit recreational marijuana establishment uses in Douglas County; and to direct 

District Staff accordingly. General Manager John Lufrano stated that he received this letter 

from Cynthea Gregory who was the one that came out here and did the presentation several 

months back. John stated once he got the letter he sent it to Chuck and with his assistance 

we can get through this rather rapidly. They are asking for an opinion if the Board has one at 

all on this proposed zoning changes and if we are good with it or not. 

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated the letter speaks for itself. Just as the District 

Attorney’s office did with the medical marijuana establishments two years ago, the County 

took a stand against allowing any medical marijuana establishments which include 

cultivation, testing, packaging and sales, there are four different kinds of marijuana 

establishments. With the intuitive that voters passed at the last general election as we all 

know marijuana now under Nevada law is legal in the State of Nevada for recreational uses. 

As he reads this letter it is a feeler if you will to get input from the District and he is sure this 

is going to all District’s although he hasn’t seen it. They want to get input about whether or 

not the District’s want to also support the prohibition of recreational marijuana 

establishments in Douglas County. They want a caucus from the Board and an indication of 

the Boards view in that world.   

 

Public comment: none 

 

 Vice Chairman Lynch stated that he thought they voted on this. Chairman Patrick stated that 

we voted on medical marijuana only, now we have recreational marijuana that is legal in the 

State of Nevada. What they are asking about is possible zoning changes within the County 

to allow a possibility of establishments to sell recreational marijuana within the County. 

Chairman Patrick stated let me remind you of a couple things, one is we are in a County that 

has a big portion of Lake Tahoe and South Lake Tahoe with clubs and a lot of tourism. The 

other thing is that it is also legal in California now, so as you consider this what you need to 

consider is where we are, it is legal, and you may not like it. Brian stated that he could say 

that he does not like the fact that we have casinos, bars and liquor stores within this County 

also however right next door there is a County that sells all of that. This could be a moral 

decision or a financial decision for the County, you have to think about that in the long 

spaces that we are into. 

Trustee Johnson stated his opinion on this is how the State and Douglas County can say that 

recreational marijuana is legal when it is a Federal offense. It is a controlled substance. 
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District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated that is just under the State law it is still illegal, 

possession of marijuana is still criminal under the Federal law. Trustee Johnson stated that 

right there, the fact that it is still a controlled substance per Federal law makes him say no, 

zone against it. 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated that he agrees as long as the Federal Government says it is 

illegal in his book it is illegal. It is either right or wrong but until that Federal law is changed 

he will not accept it here. Bill stated that he looked at the voting on this and it was Las 

Vegas and the Reno area that voted this in, it was not the rest of Nevada. The main thing is 

the Federal government says it is illegal, law is law. Whether he likes it or not the law says it 

is illegal so he has to go with that. 

Vice Chairman Lynch stated that he is at a loss for words, he does not know what to say. He 

looks at it from being a teacher. There are a lot of things going on in Washington that would 

have gotten him kicked out of school. He will listen to the Board talk. 

Trustee Pierini stated that she has been trying to stay broad minded in her opinion on this, it 

is very difficult with this issue. Denise stated that she voted against it herself, she agrees 

with everyone she likes to follow the law. She knows there are other reasons they 

decriminalized it. It happens every weekend up at the casinos and security can’t do much 

about it, quite frankly the Sheriff’s office can’t do much to enforce it either. Denise stated 

that morally she does not think we have enough information to base any guidelines on. It 

needs to be restricted, to one area like the casino corridor, you need to be 21 to partake in it. 

You can’t come to park and smoke pot. Chairman Patrick stated correct him if he is wrong 

but he believes that Legislation is working on that now. The where, when and how. Trustee 

Johnson stated that actually it is illegal to smoke it in a public place right now. So it is illegal 

to smoke it in a casino or in a public place. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated yes, that 

was part of the initiative. Trustee Pierini stated that’s it, she just does not have enough 

information to make a suggestion. 

Vice Chairman Lynch stated that he has a friend who hires a lot of people and a majority of 

people cannot pass a drug test. He does not know what that says about society but it is not 

very good. 

Trustee Pierini stated just like alcohol they will find out, I mean how long did it take them to 

get a rating on how intoxicated you are, blood alcohol level. 

Trustee Johnson stated that is precisely the point he wanted to make, right now it is legal to 

smoke but we have so few controls. Right now if he is driving down the road and he is 

intoxicated with alcohol and gets pulled over they can do a test for that. They cannot test for 

marijuana, but they are equally inhibited. He has nothing against someone smoking pot if 

that is what they want to do go for it. Until they find ways to protect him from people who 

do decide to smoke pot, he does not want to meet with them half way down the road. He 

does not want to prohibit it, we just need more controls in place and more of a scientific 

approach to it. He does not feel that we should encourage it anymore that it needs to be until 

such time that there are controls put in.  

Chairman Patrick stated let me ask you a question, this letter is asking us to vote for or 

against a zoning change we really don’t have any, we are lending an opinion. Do you want 

to make a motion to lend our opinion on this zoning clause or do we want to let it go, do you 

need to make a statement. Trustee Pierini stated that she likes what Chris just wrapped up 

with, it puts it in a nutshell the seriousness with what we are faced with. 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated that he thinks we should make a statement that was the 

reason they sent us a letter.  

Chairman Patrick stated the person who sent this letter was not from the County 

Commission. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated he knows that but at this point in time until 

more regulations are in place he does not want to see it come in here. 
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District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated this might sum it up Mr. Chairman. It would be a 

motion to support the zoning regulations that prohibit recreational marijuana uses.  

 

Trustee Johnson motioned to approve supporting the zoning regulations that prohibit recreational 

marijuana uses in Douglas County. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele seconded. Motion carried 4-1. Ayes 

by Vice Chairman Lynch, Secretary/Treasurer Eisele, Trustee Pierini and Trustee Johnson. Nay by 

Chairman Patrick. 

 

Chairman Patrick stated that this is a moral thing. There are more people driving on these 

roads that are inebriated who have killed people at this point in time with alcohol. With 

alcohol we have regulations, alcohol content laws and people are still driving inebriated. Yes 

the State has set up different situations with marijuana as far as how much THC or whatever 

the chemical is. They are working on setting those things up. His whole thing has been let 

them get where they are going, the other thing is a financial thing. Secretary/Treasurer 

Eisele stated it will be coming back to the Board in a year or so. Trustee Pierini stated you 

are entitled to your opinion. Chairman Patrick stated yep, that’s ok we have made it. Let’s 

move on. 

 

7. Discussion and possible action to approve a quote in the amount of $3,406 from Carson 

Pump to complete Ridgeview Well repairs. General Manager John Lufrano stated that we 

discussed this last month, they had sent camera down but we did not have the cleaning of the 

10 inch casing done. They did that and to our surprise the casing is in very, very, very good 

condition. There are a couple larger holes in the screens, rocks have slowly filled those 

larger holes so nothing is falling through. The condition we thought that casing was in based 

on the report from 12 years ago they did not see that condition when they went back in there 

so we do not know what the report from 12 years ago was referring to. With that said we 

have already had Carson pump come in and do $3,516 worth of work, we have not paid 

them yet for that work. To get the new motor and pump back in and reinstall everything to 

get it working is going to cost another $3,406. John stated so the question to the Board is do 

we want to keep the well online, pay the additional $3,406 for a total of $6,922 and that well 

is back online. What we initially kept that well online for when we went over to Minden was 

to offset watering James Lee Park, we put down a fair amount of water on this park in the 

summer, it is kind of a wash. John stated that it would probably take us a couple of years to 

recoup this cost of $6,922 and then we are back to a positive cash flow. John stated that he 

recommends we keep this well online, we have a catch 22. The well is due for some water 

quality testing but we have to get the well back online in order to do that testing. 

 

Public comment: none  
 

Trustee Johnson motioned to approve a quote in the amount of $3,406 from Carson Pump to  

complete Ridgeview Well repairs. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele seconded. Motion passed  

unanimously.  

 

Chairman Patrick stated that he is so happy that we did not just go into the negative and say 

oh just close the darn well off because we are talking about a nice offset. 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated yeah because that well will last a long time now. General 

Manager John Lufrano stated yes they are saying there is no reason we can’t get another 15 

years or so out of it. 
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8. Reports to the Board: 

a. General Manager Report 

 General Manager John Lufrano reviewed his report with the Board.   

Vice Chairman Lynch stated that he thinks it was a really good move that we     

replaced that pipe up on Sunnycrest and saved us $10,000. General Manager 

John Lufrano stated we didn’t replace it, we installed it which we thought 

was there all along. North Park restroom was just a big concrete storage shed 

if we did not put that line it, it was sorely needed. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele 

stated he thought our engineering company had a handle on that. General 

Manager John Lufrano stated they did and he saw the plans that said that line 

was connected way back when the development was put in, they never 

stubbed it up. Chairman Patrick stated the worst thing about this is had there 

not been vandalism we never would have known there was a problem.  

Vice Chairman Lynch asked how John’s meeting with Senator Settelmeyer 

went. General Manager John Lufrano stated very well. John stated that 

Round Hill’s manager, Kingsbury’s manager, Gardnerville Rancho’s 

manager and himself all showed up, it was a packed room probably about 30 

people total. Senator Settelmeyer just went around the table and asked for 

everyone’s comments, questions, concerns that we have about rural Nevada. 

That’s what he is there for, there were other Senators and Assemblymen 

there as well. The four GID managers’ spoke about their concerns with 

regards to NRS 318 and our protections. It is every other Friday and he fully 

intends to show up to each one. John stated that he personally has other 

concerns, is the State going to be able to assist smaller agencies with road 

construction issues that we have. The fact that NRS says now that small 

agencies fewer than 50 people have to offer retiree health insurance, guess 

what there are no insurance carriers that offer it. So per NRS we are not 

doing what we are required to do because we can’t, nobody offers it. There 

are some things that need to be cleaned up. Vice Chairman Lynch asked if 

John received any feed back at all from Senator Settelmeyer on the 318 

issue. General Manager John Lufrano stated no, he just simply said Douglas 

County has as many Districts’ in it as the rest of the State has and that there 

is a County Commissioner that came out with this grand utility plan and that 

is why the District’s are here because they are concerned. John stated that it 

was a good meeting, he is glad they went, they will all continue to go and see 

if they can round up more manager’s to go. Trustee Pierini stated thank you 

John for attending, it is important for them to know that this kind of 

government can be successful and we can work together. Denise has 

complete confidence that John and the other manager’s reinforced that. 

Chairman Patrick stated that is a great way to put it. General Manager John 

Lufrano stated that Cameron from Kingsbury pointed out that GID’s and 

Town’s handle some 40,000 or so residents within the County and the 

County has less than 50,000 in it. Chairman Patrick stated that is an 

interesting flip around on the argument, to tell them hey we are doing the 

larger amount of the work here and the County is administering to a small 

amount, an amount they can’t even handle. General Manager John Lufrano 

stated he ran the numbers and it was something like 42,000 people are 

governed by another Board, a GID or Town and there are about 48,000 

people within the County. Chairman Patrick stated so swing that back to the 

County Commissioners and say what are you doing. General Manager John 
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Lufrano stated it is working at the grassroots level and that is why you leave 

it here and don’t try to take it and manage it there. That is his opinion. 

Chairman Patrick stated you guys can’t find your own in the pile of hay you 

have.  

       1.  Water 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed the Water report with the 

Board. Vice Chairman Lynch stated on page 23 on Matt’s report, 

maintenance on south water tank it was filled and everything was 

fine. Do we have to drain that water out before you fill it up? General 

Manger John Lufrano stated no we take a test and get results back the 

next day, repeat that for a second time and once the results come back 

and they are clear we are good. The tank is now back online.   

Trustee Johnson asked where the sink hole on Amador was. 

General Manager John Lufrano stated as you go down, about two 

thirds of the way down there is a manhole just on the east side of that 

manhole there is a little bit of a dip. We vacc’d down to the sewer 

pipe itself thinking there was an issue, there was nothing it was solid 

material all the way down so they back filled it with base and patched 

it.  

2. Wastewater 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed the Wastewater report with 

the Board.  

b. District Accountant Report 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed the District Accountant report with 

the Board. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele asked do we still need to have these at 

every meeting, the budget book. General Manager John Lufrano stated you 

know maybe, the budget is in there that is the biggest difference. You may 

want to refer to something in there. Chairman Patrick stated your budget is 

in there. 

c. Engineer Report 

District Engineer Tim Russell stated that he has nothing special to report. He 

and Mr. Lufrano have been working on miscellaneous items for the last 

month. General Manager John Lufrano stated if he could expand on that a 

little bit. John stated that he and Tim sat in on a meeting with Forest Service 

and residents along Harris Road. They are having issues with water coming 

down the road creating a muddy mess on the road. The Forest Service and 

residents are working together and have included us and IVGID because they 

have their effluent line that comes down and out to the ponds. On the south 

side of the dirt road we have our water line that goes up and leads back to 

Coloma, it does a loop. John thinks they really want us to have some 

involvement with that road, he offered up none. IVGID offered up none at 

this point. He does believe that Forest Service is saying no you all have the 

agreement with the Forest service, they have two lines underground that will 

never disturb anything. The residents are using the road every day and they 

need to be more responsible for the maintenance of it. John stated that he and 

Tim drove around the District, we have some street funds still available to 

the tune of just over $100,000 after all our projects are done. So we are 

looking at a scope of work for South Sunridge drive, replacing those patches 

that were done 7 years ago, some crack sealing and seal coating to the tune of 

about $100,000. Also some concrete work for a cross walk on Smoketree, he 
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is meeting a concrete guy Friday. Also repairs for the rest of North Park. We 

will get something together and bring it back. Chairman Patrick asked what 

are the rest of the repairs at North Park. General Manager John Lufrano 

stated we had to go under the sidewalk, the guys finished the street but the 

sidewalk still needs to be repaired and he wants to rip out the pavers and 

replace it with concrete. Everything will be brought back to the Board. 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele asked if they are ever going to finish the entry 

way to Sunridge. General Manager John Lufrano stated yes, he had to wait 

for the weather to get warmer again for them to coat it, then we need to get 

rock and we will paint it. The wall took a hit this winter. 

d. Attorney Report 

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated that it is likely that next month we 

will present to the Board a potential agreement of purchase and sale of 

Minden water. At the staff level we have reached an agreement, no boards 

have met or approved it yet but he thinks it is 95% done other than word 

smiting. Nothing other than that, another month. 

 

Public comment: none 
 

9. Discussion and possible action to approve Draft Minutes from the February 8, 2017 

Board Meeting. 

 

Trustee Johnson motioned to approve Draft Minutes from the February 8, 2017 Board  

Meeting. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele seconded. Motion passed unanimously.  

  

10. Chairman and Trustees Reports, Correspondence 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele asked on the water thing when you bring it back, what are we 

going to be deciding on. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated that there were some 

agreements in 2010 amendments in 2013. There are agreements between The Town of 

Minden and the GID, the Town and Carson, the Town and the County, It is quite the 

quagmire. The goal is to get a single agreement for all involved. Brian Russell is working on 

that, it will have a more clear idea of who is responsible for what issues, about construction 

costs, rate structure etcetera. If passed it will be done. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated so 

this will be pretty in depth, it is a biggie. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated it is pretty 

detailed, bring the coffee. 

 

11. Adjournment 

 

Trustee Johnson motioned to adjourn the meeting. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele seconded. Motion  

carried unanimously. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 6:45 P.M. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FINAL APPROVED MINUTES AS PRESENTED 
 

 

 

Secretary/Treasurer 

Bill Eisele 


